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“YULETIDE GREETINGS” 
 

FROM THE WPS EXECUTIVE 

‘TIS THE FESTIVE SEASON  

upon us once more. As 2007 draws to a 

close on behalf of the WPS President &  

Executive Committee may I warmly wish 

all our readers and their families a very 

joyous Christmas and a productive and 

exciting New Year ahead! 

CHRISTMAS: A RELIGIOUS OR 

SECULAR HOLIDAY? 

By Alf Brooks 
 
hristmas, the “Mass of Christ,” 
began, of course, as a religious 
occasion, as Christians cele-
brated the birth of Jesus of Naz-

areth.  Through almost twenty centuries the 
celebration has continued, we have seen it 
change and evolve (and some will say de-
volve).  Our churches 
are still full during the 
Christmas season 
(often only then), but 
many see the season 
as a time to gather 
family together, to exchange gifts, to eat 
and drink well, to perhaps holiday away 
from home; they pay no attention to the 
origin of the holiday, with Santa Claus, 
Rudolf and Boxing Day shopping replac-
ing the Child in a manger as the focus of 
their worship.  And this difference is seen 
in the postage stamps issued by various 
countries.  Here are the tallies for three 
countries. 
 
Canada issued its first Christmas stamps in 
1964 (no, Unitrade 85 and 86 were not 
Christmas stamps), picturing a family in 
silhouette looking at a night sky and a 
bright star, a scene we interpret as reli-

gious.  Of the forty-
four Christmas issues, 
1964-2007, twenty-
three are clearly reli-
gious in theme, with 
images of Madonna 
and Child, Angels, 
churches, carollers, 
and others we see as 
reminding us of the 
origin of Christmas 
and the biblical story.  
In fifteen issues 
through the years we 

see Santa Claus, snowflakes, toys and pre-

sents, and winter landscapes.  Five issues 
are mixed, with stamps of those years 
showing both religious and secular im-
ages; the most notable of these is the issue 
of 1970, twelve different stamps from chil-
dren’s art work. And one issue, the candles 
of 1972, could be seen as either one or the 
other. 
 
The United Kingdom 
issued its first Christmas 
stamps in 1966, forty-two 
issues in total.  1966 saw 
two drawings by children, 
“King of the Orient” and 
a snowman, a mixed is-
sue.  Twenty-seven years 
have seen religious issues 
in whole or in part, fifteen 
have been secular.  Some 
issues, while certainly 
connected to Christianity, 
were not, strictly speak-
ing, Christmas themes: 
Ely Cathedral of 1989 
and the issues of 1999 
and 2000, which were 
part of the large Millennium series and 
titled “The Christians’ Tale” and “Spirit 
and Faith’ respectively. 

 
Austria issued its first 
Christmas stamp in 1953, 
then reissued the same de-
sign in a different colour in 
1954 (some argue that Mi-
chel #s 658 and 659, pictur-
ing a bouquet of roses, are 

Christmas stamps, but Michel does not 
designate them as such). These two are the 
only ones that are strictly secular, showing 
us a child and a decorated tree.  Their next 
was in 1963, then 1967 and each year 
since, for a total of forty-four issues.  Not 
surprisingly for a 
country that is pre-
dominantly Roman 
Catholic and that has 
a rich history of art, 
forty years have seen 
reproductions of reli-
gious art, usually a 
manger scene with the Holy Family or 
Madonna and Child.  1987’s issue was a 
stamp picturing Josef Mohr and Franz 
Gruber, the composers of “Silent Night;” 
2005 gave us a winter scene, two houses 

(Continued on page 3) 
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and a church, with a prominent star. 
The examples of these three postal administrations give you 

some idea of the mixture of Christmas issues; other countries 
that issue Xmas stamps follow similar patterns. 
And, of course, there is Christmas Island, so-named because of 
its European discovery in 1643 on Christmas Day by Captain 
William Mynors, sailing for the British East India Company.  
Each year it provides collectors Xmas-theme stamps and post-
marks. 
 
NEW RECORD FOR FAMOUS AIRMAIL INVERT 

 
Last month a new world record was set for the famous US 1918 
24c Air Mail with the inverted centre(frame) when SIEGAL 
AUCTION GALLERIES auctioned off a single MNH Scott 
C3a for US$850,000+15% buyer’s premium, to an anonymous 
private collector. 
Although the 2008 Scott gives it only a US$400,000 value, the 
stamp was one of the best-centered copies being No.57 from the 
Wm J Robey sheet of 100 discovered in a Philadelphia post 
office on May 14, 1918 and reflected the great demand for this 
major rarity of US philately. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The $977,500 realization on Nov 14th capped an extensive mar-
keting campaign which included a special auction catalogue 
devoted to this single stamp & video presentation on the error. 
Back in 1974 another mnh example was sold by Harmer’s of 
NY for a mere $47,000, which was a record for a single US 
stamp then.  By 2005, the record for the amount paid for a sin-
gle inverted Jenny was US$525,000. 
Incidentally, Siegal’s Auction Galleries was also responsible 

for selling the unique C3a error Plate Block for almost US$3 

million (incl 10% buyer’s premium). 

WHITE HOT DEMAND FOR CLASSIC CHINA 

(NOV 2007 ZURICH ASIA SALE) 

Despite the boom in the local stock market & the property sec-
tor, not much has rubbed off on HK stamps, although demand 
for early China continues unabated. Stamp auctions held in HK 
featuring classic stamps & postal history of the Middle King-
dom have done extremely well, for instance, HK$35.3 million 
worth of choice Far East material changed hands at the Nov 1st 
2007 sale of Zurich Asia, a division of Matthew Bennett Intl 
that holds regular sales in the US, Switzerland as well as in 

Hong Kong. Their spring 2007 auction in HK garnered 
HK$22.2m. 
“It was a packed room with dealers, collectors, agents and a 
bank of phone bidders that contributed to prices well beyond 
the realm of expectations,” a Zurich Asia spokesman said. 
“The undoubted highlight of the auction was the collection of 
the 1897-1941 Imperial and republic of China issues, of which 
most of the rare and unusual material had not been on the mar-
ket for the last 40 years, belonging to the Swedish couple of 
Anna-Lisa and Sven-Eric Beckeman. 
“There has never been a more comprehensive assembly of the 
essays and proofs of the 1897 lithographed issue than that in the 
Beckeman collection. Divided into 25 lots, this exquisite art-
work broughtHK$1,476,600 against a presale estimate of 
HK$500,000. The pristine mint interpanneau block of 12 of the 
lithographed $2 more than quadrupled the pre-sale estimate, 
soaring to HK$920,000, while the unique horizontal pair of the 
same value imperf vertically brought HK$517,500. 
“This pattern continued with the Chinese Imperial Post Coiling 
Dragon issue: the unique set of working die proofs from the 
Day Books of Waterlow & Sons est at $200,000 was eventually 
knocked down at HK$1,100,000(excl buyer’s premium). The 
inverts too reached new price levels The magnificent corner 
example of the Hall of Classics $2 was sold for HK$977,500; 
the 1923 2c/3c finished at HK$862,500 and the very rare 3c/4c 
saw vigorous competition at HK$1,495,000--- all were new 
record prices for these stamps. The ABN 1941 Dr Sun Yat-sen 
with inverted centre realized HK$920,000. 
“The afternoon sale saw strong prices for the China, as the 
Large Dragon cancellations were in great demand. Already in 
the morning, a sheet corner example of the imperf Elephant 
essay fetched HK$552,000. Particularly noteworthy among the 
Red Revenues was an extensive section of reconstructions and 
large blocks, some with sheet numbers, which proved to be 
very popular. 
“The only recorded unused example of the 1907 1c + 1c green 
reply paid postal stationery double card folded at right became 
the most expensive issued china stationery card offered at auc-
tion when it sold to an agent for HK$575,000 after keen bid-
ding. 
“Among the unissued rarities of the PRC, the 1956 Views of 
Peking 8f orange with background rays of sunlight unused 
brought HK$483,000. The incredibly RARE 1958 5th Interna-
tional Students’ Union Congress 22f with error of inscription 
unused sold for HK$552,000. 
“In the Hong Kong Section, the extremely scarce QV 4c perf 
12.5 on cover sent from Canton to France, further demonstrated 
the importance of quality, when it was knocked down to a dis-
cerning collector for HK$200,000(excl premium). 
“Tibet and Mongolia attracted keen interest, as many stayed 

until way past the midnight conclusion of the auction to attempt 

to acquire some of this unusual and seldom seen postal his-

tory.” (No prizes for guessing where all the China material is 

headed these days! – Ed) 
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We thank Russ Thompson for paying for the rental of the 
function room to hold the special lunch between noon and 
1:30pm 

(The WPS won’t be the same around here without you , Rick!     
Godspeed!-Ed.) 

  Club News 
 
 
BIG SENDOFF FOR RICK 

By Mike Zacharias 
 
We had a terrific lunch-
eon with Rick. We had 
34 members come out for 
the event. It was held at 
the Viscount Gort Hotel 
from Noon till almost 
1:30. The meal was a 
fantastic buffet consisting 
of roast beef, fried fish, 
and many kinds of salad, 
and complete with coffee, 

fruit, and dessert. Everyone had a great time.  
 

At the end Rick was presented with a gift from Bob Stanley 
which was a plaque containing Manitoba Gumbo so that he can 
take a piece of Winnipeg with him. Russ Thompson then pre-
sented Rick with a gift paid for by the members attending the 
function with the balance paid for by the club. It was top quality 
leather luggage on wheels for his travels.  

 

Rick made an emotional speech on how he is going to miss the 
members and the club. He has signed a one year contract as that 
is all his visa will currently allow and will occasionally be back 
in Winnipeg over the next year.  
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No More British Stamps? 
Where was the first adhesive postage 
stamp issued?  We all know the answer: 
Britain, May 1840.  A recent rumour circu-
lated that Royal Mail, with the use of 
“Horizon labels,” would phase out the sale 
of stamps at its post offices.  More recently 
a directive was sent to all post offices in-
structing them that “all inland letters up to 

100g should have stamps affixed and that all International let-
ters up to 20g should have stamps affixed, rather than labels.” 

Well-dressed Postal Employees 
Will Australia lead the way?  Carla Zampatti, 
whose image appeared, along with those of 
other fashion designers in 2005 on an Austra-
lian Legend stamp, has designed new wardrobe 
for retail staff: “...designed in a colour palette 
of navy, red and white...tailored suits in classic 
navy or pinstripes....” 

Another Audrey Hepburn.. 
In 2001 Germany designed a set of stamps honouring movie 
stars, including one picturing Audrey Hepburn with a cigarette 
holder.  Because of objections the stamp was not issued.  Now a 
fourth used copy has been discovered.  The latest MICHEL 
catalogue values a used copy at 100,000 euros. 

St Gabriel International Award for Best Religious Stamps 
The award for 2006 goes to a set of four stamps and a souvenir 
sheet issued by China (Macao) to commemorate the Society of 
Jesus (Jesuits) missionaries for their important role inbringing 
Christianity to China 
 

HONG KONG POST OFFICE TO TAKE THE PLUNGE? 
By Axel Olsson 
 
When sovereignty changed hands from Britain to China in 
1997, Beijing made it quite plain that it did not wish to see im-
portant government departments like the HK Post Office going 
public. 
But times have changed so that the future of Hongkong Post is 
now at a crossroads having to decide soon whether it wants to 
remain a government department or become a corporation by 
the third quarter of 2008, it was revealed this month. Consult-
ants would be called in to help in sugar-coating the inevitable 
job-slashing, closing of underused branches and raising of 
postal charges should it go ahead, just like its counterparts else-
where.  It won’t be pretty. 
Friends I’ve talked to can’t believe the domestic postal rate in 
HK has remained at a steady HK$1.40 for the last 5 years!(Can 
17.5c)---a third of what it costs in Winnipeg! Shrewd business 
firms overseas have taken advantage of this loophole by com-
missioning local agents to distribute their mail in HK after ship-
ping it in bulk, instead of going through the Post Office. The 
letters are stuffed into local mailboxes as local mail, even 
though they originated from abroad. 
Hongkong Post currently holds the unique position of being a 
self-financing, profit-making government department managed 
independently by a trading fund since 1995. In 2006/2007 it 
made a profit of HK$444.7m(Can$55.6m)up 10% from the 
previous 12 months. But it also got a black eye for overestimat-
ing the popularity of e-commerce by the public losing 
HK$195m in the process over a period of 6 years. 
Residents in HK can now “look forward” to receiving junk mail 

beginning this month not just from local firms but from within 

China as well, thanks to a new arrangement made by Hongkong 

Post, which hopes to further diversify by allowing commercial 

bank customers to carry out transactions at all of its 133 PO 

branches, like they do in Japan and in China. 

REVIEW OF THE 2007 N C YANG HONG KONG 
STAMP CATALOGUE(@ HK$75,Can$10) 
By Axel Olsson 
 
For those unfamiliar with this publication, a reputable Hong 
Kong dealer N C Yang began making a name for himself after 
the War by publishing stamp catalogues of not only Hong Kong 
but of China and Macau as well that closely reflected the cur-
rent state of the market in the area. Rather than just remaining 
all the time in his shop, popular Mr Yang actively attended 
stamp exhibitions and served on stamp club committees for 
many years and his reputation went far and wide, with his cata-
logues winning Literature awards in the US as well as at home. 
He still runs a shop in Kowloon but his sons have taken over 
the running of his business after he suffered a stroke several 
years ago. 
The 22nd Edition of the Hong Kong Catalogue published this 
year has almost 200 pages of colour illustrations and is bilin-
gual, giving prices in mint, used and never hinged. It covers 
every issue from pre-adhesives up to the end of 2006 and is 
excellent value at HK$75($10Can). 
I’ve compared prices of the Victorian issues to those in his 
2004 edition and note the following: while there is hardly any 

(Continued on page 6) 

BUFFALO CHIPS 
BY Alf Brooks 
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movement for used, mint have climbed about 10% on avg. 
Where used has appreciated considerably is for the watermark 
varieties (inverted or reversed) which have lain dormant for 
many years, in many cases by up to 50%. 
The popular 1891 Jubilee issue with over print varieties is un-
changed used, slightly up mint, but a FDC would set you back 
HK$160,000 vs $120K in 2004, according to Yang. 
Hardly any changes were noted for 20th Century HK definitive 
sets (except for the dollar values of the 1903 Edwardian set), 
however. Heavy speculation on these before the Handover is 
largely responsible. 
Likewise for HK Commemoratives not much change:-the only 

price movements detected was for MNH and listed errors and 

varieties (e.g. the 1961 $1 University error gold printing omit-

ted climbed $3000 to HK$25,000.) Prices for some modern 

FDCs also show rises of 30% approx. 

MINUTES OF THE 

WINNIPEG PHILATELIC SOCIETY 

Nov. 1, 2007 
By Judy Lipsey 

 
Russ Thompson called the meeting to order at 7.45. We had a 
moment of silence in commemoration of Mike Goodman. 
Sid Kroker told us that the Red River Bourse would be taking 
place on Sunday, Nov. 11, at the Best Western Charter House 
Hotel. Robert Zacharias mentioned the auction that will take 
place on Saturday, Nov. 17, at the Scandinavian Cultural Cen-
tre. Viewing of lots will begin at 9.00 a.m. and the sale will 
start at 10 a.m. Russ Thompson will do the bidding on behalf of 
absentees. 
Alf Brooks needs articles for the Buffalo. Material can be e-
mailed to the editor, or a hard copy given to Alf. 
Al Wingate announced that there will be a show committee 
meeting on Nov. 22, 2007, volunteers are needed. Rick Penko 
is leaving and we need to fill his jobs, printing, covers, posters, 
security, etc. 
Michael Zacharias read a thank you card that Vivian Babij sent 
the club, thanking us for the flowers we sent her.  
Ken Krystjanson told us about the Antique Dealers Show that 
would take place at the Canada Inns Polo Park on Nov. 18. And 
a lunch to honour Rick will take place Nov. 9. 
Russ issued a thank you to Eve-Ann Kristjanson for the cookies 
she sent us. 
Draw: George Elias, Debbie Birch, Clark Grierson, Bill Pooley. 
Adj. 8.15.  
 

Nov. 15, 2007 
By Judy Lipsey 

 
Russ Thompson called the meeting to order at 7.50.  
Thank you to Marjorie Hughes for making the coffee. 
Bob Stanley talked about the advantages of belonging to na-
tional philatelic associations and encouraged members to join 
up. He has membership forms for BNAPS and the Royal Phila-
telic Association. 
Bob Moore received a letter from a scouting friend who is a life 
member of the American Philatelic Society. He wants to give 

away copies of the American Philatelist to anyone who wants 
them, Contact Bob for them. 
Ken Kristjanson brought pictures that he had taken at the lunch-
eon for Rick Penko. A good time was had by all 34 members 
who were on hand to wish Rick good luck on his new adven-
tures. 
Rick Penko tearfully thanked us for his lunch and also tried to 
sell his last two copies of the 2008 Unitrade catalogue. 
Dick Johnson also thanked Rick for his volunteer work on the 
Wag stamp committee and mentioned that the WAG sale will 
be in early April 2008, and is need of all your stamp donations. 
Robert Zacharias reminded us about the auction that will take 
place on Saturday, Nov. 17, at the Scandinavian Cultural Cen-
tre. Viewing of lots will begin at 9.00 a.m. and the sale will 
start at 10 a.m. Russ Thompson will do the bidding on behalf of 
absentees. Payment in cash and checks will be accepted. A box 
ad will appear in the classified section of the Free Press. 
Robert also announced that there would be a slide presentation 
of Centennial postal stationary Nov. 28 at the Scandinavian 
Cultural Centre. 
Al Wingate announced that there will be a show committee 
meeting on Nov. 22, 2007, in East St. Paul 7.00 p.m. Volun-
teers are needed.  
People are needed to organize people. This year we will have a 
room on the main floor in addition to a room on the second 
floor. For the youth club. A volunteer is needed to coordinate 
other volunteers and to do Rick’s jobs. Also needed is a theme 
for the show. 
Tonight’s presentation will be the Victoria Cross, by Bill Poo-
ley.  
 
Adj. 8.15. 

Draw: Tom Woodward, Len Kruczynski, Judy Lipsey, Bob 

Moore. 

Place mailing label in same 
direction as this text 

 

MERRY CHRISTMAS 

TO ALL! 


